Company
Recipient
Department
Fax-No.

Name

Department
Reception

Extension
-0

Fax

E-Mail

-239

info@acps-automotive.com

Date

Your demand for a spare type plate

Dear Sir or Madam
You have asked us for the supply of a spare type plate for the installed towing device on your vehicle.
According to a decision of the Federal Office of Motor Vehicles and Drivers, a direct supply of the
type plate to the keeper of the vehicle is not allowed anymore.
The supply of the type plate is only possible if a declaration in lieu of an oath from the garage is
shown, in which the identity of the towing device is confirmed. Above that the type plate must be
fixed on the towing device by a garage.
In order to facilitate this procedure, we enclose a declaration in lieu of an oath for your garage. As
soon as we receive this form completed and affixed with an obligatory signature, we will deliver the
type plate to your garage at short notice.
Yours faithfully

ACPS Automotive GmbH

Attachment

Declaration in lieu of an oath (Filled out by the garage)
With this document we
Company:
Street:
Place:
Telephone:
VAT Identification Number:
Delivery address (if different from billing address):

do solemnly declare that on the coupling ball with the mounting (towing device)
of the type:
test character:
model:
Please mark:

Rigid device

The certification type plate is:

Removable device

Retractable device

damaged

lost

other:_____________________
The type plate has been damaged/ has gone lost.
Above that we declare that there haven’t been effected any later changes, in particular welds
and that the coupling ball with the mounting does not show any damages, and that it has not
been concerned by an accident.
Moreover we do solemnly declare that we will only fix the type plate on the above-mentioned
coupling ball with mounting and that we exclude any abuse.
Data from the owner of the vehicle:
Name:
Street:
Place:
Date:
Stamp and signature of the garage:

